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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Superb Internet Unveils Inclusion of Miva Merchant with its Hosting Services
Vancouver, BC – Sept 25, 2002
Superb Internet Corporation, a world leader of quality managed hosting and e-commerce
solutions, is pleased to announced today that in partnership with Miva Corporation, it will be
offering Miva Merchant included with all fully virtual shared hosting services .
“We are the first and only web host to offer Miva Merchant bundled with all our hosting
accounts. Now, customers no longer have to pay a premium to use the Miva Merchant ecommerce solution!” states Haralds Jass, President & CEO, Superb Internet, “Even smaller
customers, who do not have a full-scale E-commerce site, can now use Miva Merchant. So, now
a customer can come to us and no matter what fully virtual or better hosting option they select,
get Miva Merchant included -- the full ($595) version, absolutely free! They can use it as they
please, be it for a commerce site, or as a catalogue for a site offering information or products at
no charge, or any one of the numerous other uses it can be utilized for.”
“Research shows that the traditional hosting services marketplace is maturing and new hosting
customers are looking to those web hosts that deliver more than just raw space and an address
on the Internet,” according to Curtis R. Curtis, VP Sales & Marketing. “The demand for Ecommerce capabilities is increasing at a feverish rate in the marketplace, with Forrester
Research predicting that by 2004, online sales will exceed $3 trillion. As web sites become more
sophisticated, and the need to provide one stop shopping solutions online ever increases, we
feel our newly expanded E-commerce solutions are exactly what online customers are
demanding.”
"Partnering with a leading edge hosting company such as Superb Internet, who has always
been at the forefront of leading the hosting industry in introducing new value-added services
was natural for Miva. Superb is a pioneer in creative offerings that best service the needs of
small to medium sized enterprises," said Joe Austin, CEO of Miva.

About Superb Internet Corp.
Since 1996, Superb Internet has been consistently rated as one of the very best web hosts by
all web host rating agencies, such as Web Hosting Magazine, in all areas, especially customer
support and reseller services. Superb Internet provides a complete range of managed web
hosting services, from virtual hosting through to high-volume, mission-critical dedicated service
solutions. Superb’s core focus is customer service, and continuous service improvement, as a
part of its commitment to staying "Ahead of the Rest®".
Superb Internet has offices and 24-hour/365-day operations in Washington, DC, Vancouver,
BC, and New Delhi, India, and serves customers in over 150 countries worldwide.
For further information contact:
Curtis R. Curtis, VP of Sales & Marketing,
(604) 638-2529
Curtis@SUPERB.NET

For more information about Superb Internet, visit the website at:
http://www.superb.net
About Miva Corporation
Founded in 1996, Miva Corporation provides the leading e-commerce platform for channels that
target small-to mid-size businesses. These distribution partners are at the forefront of servicing
the exploding number of small to mid-size businesses using the Internet to expand their market
reach. Channels can easily and quickly integrate the Miva platform of scripting, end-user
applications and API with their existing services to deliver complete e-commerce solutions to
SMBs. No other e-commerce platform company offers the ease of browser-based point and
click, deep-down customizability and the reach to deliver integrated marketing services.
For more information on Miva's products, contact Miva Corporation, 5060 Santa Fe Street, San
Diego, California 92109. Phone: (858) 490-2570, fax: (858) 731-4200 or visit Miva's Web site at
http://www.miva.com.

